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In June 2014, Marinus Rijkers immersed himself for days in The Hunt 
House archive, scrutinising the factory build records to produce this 
definitive guide to stretched limousines with exclusive production data

a Bentley on seven occasions and these 
models are listed separately.

During model years 1982-1988 it was 
possible to order an extended version of 
the Silver Spur. The car would be delivered 
with a 36 inch stretch and could be 
ordered with four, five or six doors. The 
extra length was added as an additional 
segment between the front and rear doors 
which were not modified. Although the 
demonstration car had six doors, few 
customers ordered more than four doors 
and the six-door option was soon deleted 
from the marketing literature. 

Crewe would deliver a Silver Spur to 
Robert Jankel Design (RJD). This company 
split the Silver Spur, stretched the car 
and fitted it with extra features. All cars 
received an electric division with intercom 
and most had an extra air conditioning 
unit, a television, video player, refrigerator 

and a bar. Some had cloth upholstery in 
the rear and leather in the front.

In model year 1985 RJD was asked 
to build a limousine with a 42 inch 
stretch. Following the 42 inch prototype 
FCX12813, two examples were finished 
with a 36 inch stretch before the 42 inch 
stretch became standard. A stretch of 36 
inches could still be ordered, which some 
customers did. For example, in 1985 a 

Japanese customer was advised to buy a 
36 inch stretch because Japanese garages 
were not suitable for a longer stretch. But 
in later years, Japanese customers opted 
for cars with a 42 inch stretch as well. 
Most 42 inch limousines were provided 
with a moonroof, an option that was not 
available for the 36 inch stretch.

In 1983 a German customer ordered 
a 14 inch stretch with many bespoke 
features. RJD fulfilled all his requirements, 
but the car remained a one-off.

At first, Jankel needed an average of 
three months to stretch a Silver Spur. 
Production increased from one example 
a month in 1984, to two cars a month 
in 1985 and 1986, and three a month 
in 1987. Orders collapsed in 1988 and 
production came to an end after five 
examples were built in 1988. Further 
details can be found in table 3 (above).
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In the 1980s and 90s Rolls-Royce had 
a good deal of customers who didn’t 
buy a car to drive, but in which to be 

driven. These customers wanted a car 
that was designed and manufactured for 
them to live in the rear compartment. 
This accommodation needed to have 
every feature and accessory that the 
factory could deliver as standard, 
usually enhanced with scores of bespoke 
features. Often, the rear compartment 
was provided with an additional bench 
or individual seats, or one or two 
occasional seats to make it possible for 
the owner to share the comfort and 
luxury with others.

Until the introduction of the Silver 
Spur II Touring Limousine in 1991 
Crewe didn’t actually build a limousine 
themselves. When the factory received 
an order, it manufactured a Silver 

Spur and sent it to a coachbuilder who 
stretched the car to the desired length. 
The ‘factory’ stretched limousines in the 
eighties were manufactured by Robert 
Jankel Design (often referred to as RJD, or 
just ‘Jankel’). The models in the nineties 
were lengthened by Mulliner Park Ward 
(MPW). There were also a number of 
aftermarket stretched limousines by  
other coachbuilders. 

During the model years 1980 to 1990 
the Phantom VI was still available as an 
alternative to the stretched SZ limousine. 
However, the Phantom VI does not qualify 
as an SZ so it is not included in this article.

Table 1 (right) gives an overview of all 
the lengths of stretched SZ the factory 
sold. It can be seen that over the years five 
stretches have been sold and that the 24 
inch stretch accounts for almost half the 
examples (152 out of 320).

Many more LHD cars were built than 
RHD examples, with about two-third of 
the stretched cars being built in a LHD 
configuration (212 out of 320).

Table 1: lengths of stretch
Stretch LHD RHD Total
14 inch 36 27 63
24 inch 87 65 152
36 inch 31 6 37
42 inch 61 4 65
48 inch 2 1 3
Total 217 103 320

Table 2 (above right) gives an overview 
of all the stretched SZ models that were 
ordered from the factory in Crewe, sorted 
by their model year. 

According to the price lists, stretched 
cars were only offered as Rolls-Royce 
models. However, a car was specified as 

Table 2: stretched SZ models delivered by the factory in Crewe                                               © Marinus Rijkers

Make Model Stretch Model Years LHD RHD Total  Notes
Rolls-Royce Silver Spur Limousine 36 inch 1982-1987 31 6 37 4, 5 or 6 doors
Rolls-Royce Silver Spur Limousine 14 inch 1983 1 0 1 Delivered to Germany
Rolls-Royce Silver Spur Limousine 42 inch 1985-1988 59 4 63 
Bentley Mulsanne L Limousine 42 inch 1986-1987 2 0 2 Delivered to Morocco
Rolls-Royce Silver Spur II Touring Limousine 24 inch 1992-1993 24 32 56 
Rolls-Royce Silver Spur III Touring Limousine 24 inch 1994-1995 22 14 36 
Bentley Touring Limousine 24 inch 1994 1 0 1 Delivered to USA
Rolls-Royce Silver Spur Touring Limousine 24 inch 1996 & 1998 6 3 9 
Rolls-Royce Silver Spur Park Ward 24 inch 1996-1999 33 16 49 
Rolls-Royce Touring Limousine 48 inch stretch 48 inch 1997-1998 2 1 3 
Rolls-Royce Silver Spur Division 14 inch 1997-1999 18 20 38 
Bentley Brooklands LWB Division 14 inch 1997 1 1 2 Delivered to Saudi Arabia and UK
Rolls-Royce Silver Spur Non Division 14 inch 1998 14 6 20 
Bentley Brooklands R Division 14 inch 1998 1 0 1 Delivered to Dubai
Rolls-Royce Silver Spur Armoured 14 inch 1999 1 0 1 Delivered to Arabia
Bentley Mulliner Limousine 24 inch 1999 1 0 1 Delivered to USA
   Total 217 103 320                                

Table 3: production of Limousines by Robert Jankel Design in the 1980s                               © Marinus Rijkers

                                                     1982            1983            1984            1985            1986            1987            1988                     Totals 
 LHD RHD LHD RHD LHD RHD LHD RHD LHD RHD LHD RHD LHD RHD LHD RHD Total
Rolls-Royce 14 inch   1 0           1 0 1
Rolls-Royce 36 inch 3 1 6 2 14 0 7 1 1 1 0 1   31 6 37
Rolls-Royce 42 inch       9 0 16 2 30 1 4 1 59 4 63
Bentley 42 inch         1 0 1 0   2 0 2
Totals 3 1 7 2 14 0 16 1 18 3 31 2 4 1 93 10 103
                                                         4                    9                  14                  17                 21                 33                  5                     103 

One of the most beautiful creations  
by Hooper, the 1989 Rolls-Royce  
Emperor State Landaulet. It is  
based on the Silver Spirit KCH26441.  
Picture: RM Auctions

The demonstration car

had six doors, but few   

customers ordered more    

than four doors and the     

six-door option was soon  

deleted from the literature
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In model years 1989 to 1991, Crewe 
offered no SZ limousines and those who 
were interested in extra space in the rear 
compartment were ‘condemned’ to a 
Phantom VI or an aftermarket stretch by a 
coachbuilder of their own preference.

In 1991 the factory launched a new 
stretched model for model year 1992. 
This Silver Spur II Touring Limousine was 
entirely built at Crewe and was provided 
with a 24 inch stretch and the roofline 
was extended by two inches. The  
stretch was added behind the rear doors 
which forced coachbuilder MPW to 
modify the rear doors of the donor  
Silver Spur II.

For the 1994 model year the car was 
upgraded to the Silver Spur III Touring 
Limousine and a further nine examples 
were built with the specifications of the 
1996 “New” Silver Spur.

In 1997 another model with a stretch 
between the doors was offered. This Silver 
Spur Division had a 14 inch stretch and 
was a limited edition for the Middle East 
and Far East markets. Customers in Hong 
Kong and Japan accounted for 60 per cent 
of the production. 

In 1998 the Silver Spur Division was 
also offered in a limited series of 20 
examples as a Non-Division edition. 
The Silver Spur Non-Division was also 
intended for customers in the Middle and 
Far East, but 50 per cent of the cars were 
delivered to the USA and the UK.

The ultimate limousine offered by 
Crewe was the Park Ward 48 inch 
Extended Limousine. In 1997 two examples 
with two inches of extra headroom were 
built for Thailand. Both cars had the 
letter H in the fifth position of the chassis 
number, which indicated that these cars 

In 1996 the factory returned to a model 
with a central segment added between 
the doors of the donor Silver Spur. This 
new Park Ward model was stretched by  
24 inches and was named the Rolls-Royce 
Park Ward Limousine. It was offered as 
a limited edition of around 50 cars to 
selected customers. Almost 80 per cent 
of these cars were delivered to Japan, 
Kuwait, Hong Kong, the UK and the USA. 

The one-off 1999 Silver 
Spur Armoured XCX80801 
(pictured left and below), 
is a bomb and bullit proof 
Silver Spur Non-Division, 
originally for an Arabic 
customer. It is provided 
with a raised roof, Alcatara 
interior, oxygen masks, run 
flat tyres, a kneeling lady 
mascot, and scores of other 
special features

This 1985 Silver Spur Limousine FCX12910, 
completed by RJD in June 1985, is the very 
last 36 inch stretched limo before the 42 
inch stretch became the standard version

were built as a special project. In 1998 the 
last 48 inch example was made. This car, 
with four inches of extra headroom was 
ordered by a customer from Morocco. The 
letter V in the fifth position of its chassis 
number indicates that it is a Silver Spur 
Park Ward Limousine.

In the 1990s the Royal Family of Brunei 
ordered several unique models and special 
editions. Some of these were stretched 
limousines based on the SZ undercarriage 
with a special exterior design. Information 
about these cars is not generally available. 
Specifications of some models can be 
found on the internet and the most 
accurate information can be found at  
www.rrsilverspirit.com. The Brunei special 
editions are not included in the tables of 
this article.

Similarly, in the 1980s the factory also 
sold a number of standard wheelbase 

Silver Spurs fitted with a glass division; 
these were not stretched and therefore 
have not been included in this article.

Chassis numbers
In the 1980s the stretched limousines  
(14, 36 and 42 inch) were initially built as 
a standard Silver Spur. These cars received 
the same identifications in the chassis 
number as regular Silver Spurs. The letter 
that indicated the LWB edition (Silver 
Spur, Mulsanne LWB) was the N in the 
fifth position of the chassis number.

During the seven years of production, 
on two occasions exceptions were made 
in the application of chassis numbers to 
the stretched limousines. The first time 
was in model year 1984 when the letter E 
was suddenly applied to the fifth position 
of two stretched limousines. The reason 
was the Crewe Certification Department 

proposed to use E for stretched cars and 
did so for these two examples. However 
after discussions with the various 
homologation authorities after the  
initial two cars the letter N could be 
continued and was used until the end of 
the 1987 model year.   

The second exception was in model 
year 1988 when all Silver Spur Limousines 
were provided with an X in the fifth 
position. In that model year it was decided 
that the company had to differentiate 
between all models and X was only used 
to signify that the vehicle was a 1988 
model year 42 inch stretched model.

The Touring Limousine, the Park Ward 
and the Spur (Non) Division had separate 
number ranges and identifications. 

The Bentleys were numbered like the 
Rolls-Royces and were not considered to 
be separate model lines. A Bentley had 

The ultimate limousine

offered by Crewe was   

the Park Ward 48 inch    

Extended Limousine. In    

1997 two examples were  

built for Thailand

The original prototype stretched limousine version of the Silver Spirit, constructed by 
Robert Jankel Design. This was 36 inches longer than standard, with six passenger doors. It is 
the 1982 model year car CCH06597 and was stretched in 1983

This is not a Silver Spur but a 1989 Silver Spirit limousine with a 47 inch aftermarket stretch. 
The rear door is not positioned at the back but at the middle of the compartment

The Touring Limousine, built by Mulliner, 
Park Ward, has a raised roof, a small rear 
window and a central divsion

The one-off 1983 Silver Spur limousine 
by Robert Jankel Design  with a 14 inch 
stretch, DCX08101. The car was ordered by 
a German customer who asked for many 
bespoke features to be incorporated
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a B in the third position of the chassis 
number, whereas a Rolls-Royce had an A. 
Other properties were similar to those of 
a Rolls-Royce from the same series.

Aftermarket stretch
Many Silver Spurs and even Silver Spirits 
were stretched by aftermarket firms 
and it’s impossible to give a complete 
overview of these conversions. Hearses 
are stretched cars, so they could be 
considered, but this article deals with 
limousines only and no other coachwork.

Many modifications to SZ cars were 
carried out by Hooper (dealt with in 
the article by Andy Hurfurt, see page 
52). For example, Hooper stretched the 
1989 Silver Spirit KCX25393 to form 
an Emperor State Limousine and added 
1000mm to its length. In the same 
model year Hooper stretched the Silver 

Spirit KCH26441 into a wonderful State 
Landaulet, extending it by 1016mm.  
These and several other stretched 
Hoopers were based on Silver Spirits,  
not on Silver Spurs.

The oldest SZ stretched limousine 
that is known to me is the 1981 Silver 
Spur BCH03280 that resides in Belgium. 
The car is 6.6 metres long and the 
coachbuilder is unknown.

The American coachbuilder O’Gara 
Coach Works of Simi Valley, California 
stretched a 1982 Silver Spur by 32 inches. 
A 1983 Silver Spirit was stretched in 
Sydney, Australia and another 1983 
Silver Spirit by Royal Coach By Victor in 
Anaheim, California. 

L J Crawley (UK), Coleman Milne (UK), 
Coway (UK), Mulliner Park Ward (UK), 
Classic International, Trasco International 
(Germany), Carat Duchatelet (Belgium), 
Robert Jankel Design (UK), DaBryan 
Coachbuilders (USA) and several more 
have stretched Silver Spirits and Spurs.

For many owners, a stretched limousine 
is the epitome of a Rolls-Royce. The 
factory (now in Goodwood) will probably 
always manufacture extended Rolls-
Royces, no matter whether they are 
called Touring Limousines, stretched 
limousines, Park Wards or Extended 

Wheelbases. Similarly, there will always 
be aftermarket conversions.

Some sources have published 
production numbers that are different 
from those in this article. In order to 
investigate the exact years of production 
and the lengths of stretched limousines I 
visited The Hunt House in June 2014 and 
researched every file relating to stretched 
limos. The figures in this article are derived 
from the original production files.

For an overview of all the factory 
ordered stretched SZ limousines and the 
generations of Rolls-Royces that followed 
please visit www.rrsilverspirit.com. 

Finally, if you know of a type of 
stretched limousine that has not been 
mentioned in this summary, please 
contact me on info@rrsilverspirit.com. 
• With thanks to Tony Flood for his help with 
checking this data.

The oldest stretched SZ

known to me is the 1981   

Silver Spur BCH03280    

that resides in Belgium. The    

car is 6.6 metres long but   

the coachbuilder is unknown

In 1998 only 20 Silver Spur Non Division cars were built. WCH80720 is one of six RHD 
models. In addition to its central stretch, the Non Division features a wonderful interior

This 1985 Bentley was originally a Silver Spur 
36 inch limousine in royal blue with magnolia 
hide. It was converted into a black Bentley 
Mulsanne LWB limo with grey interior

One-off 1999 Bentley Mulliner Limousine 
XCX80259 with the same specifications as 
a Rolls-Royce Silver Spur Park Ward

Pictures from a Crewe brochure for the 1997 Silver Spur Touring Limousine 48 inch stretch

Page from the Park 
Ward Limousine handbook

1994 Silver Spur III 
Touring Limousine 
RCH80121


